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Hi there, my name is Joey. Today Iâ€™m just another thirty-something-year-old guy, living the

suburban dream in southern California. But thereâ€™s something my neighbours donâ€™t know

about me. Something youâ€™d never guess about me. Something, that up until these past couple of

weeks, Iâ€™d never dream about telling you. Something you wouldnâ€™t believe.I was, in the most

horrific of manners, and by the most unlikely of people, sexually abused as a child.Not shocked?

Well, wait until you hear the full storyâ€¦WARNING: This book is based upon a true story of child

abuse, and as such contains passages that some readers may find disturbing.
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It is obvious who the star is supposed to be in this story. This fiction that claims to be a true story is

just some fans attempt to say he didn't do it, it was an impostor.The author claims to have grown up

in Southern California, but uses wording and phrases throughout the book that are distinctly British.

If you read extensively or just watch British TV shows, you know that the British version of the

English language is different than the American version. Same words, different uses and context.

Throughout this book there is usage of both words and phrases that are not used in any American



dialect. There is further evidence, but much less overt, that the author is female.The police setting

up the high tech surveillance and the demise of the antagonist is based on watching James Bond

movies and not the capabilities of a police department in 1990. Also, the idea that the family in

witness protection moves 50 miles away and the dad keeps his job but works from home, is just

more evidence that the author has no idea of their subject.If these basics are obvious lies then you

have to consider the whole story a lie or simply fiction. Categorize this under, "Faked

Autobiographies"

Whoever wrote this must be delusional. The supposed 'star' that struck him doesn't exist, if he is

using an assumed name then I must be crazy because he is my age and I know of no male solo

singer with many hits and platinum records who was falsely accused of paedophilia in 1991. Google

searches come up with nothing as well. Okay, so let's just say this is fiction, well it sucks. Story line

sucks, the banter between Dr and patient can not be word for word transcribed from recordings,

unless it was like scripted for a lifetime movie. What a waste of money and time. To date this is the

only book that sucked so bad that it made me angry. I read at least 3 books a week and normally

when one sucks I usually adopt a 'win some lose some' attitude. Now that I think of it this book was

free and I still feel gyped!

A silly contrived story of a clearly imaginary situation wherein a boy is briefly molested by some

sleazy show business types. The story then takes on a crime story as the boy helps solve the crime

and vindicate his music Idol. The author uses the curious device of a series of questions and

answers in a therapy session between the now adult protagonist and his therapist. The supposedly

traumatized "Joey" haltingly recounts his story and the absurd sequence of events that supposedly

occurred thereafter. All the while our patient is continually interrupted by the therapist who is given

to long digressions of psycho-babble (in bold type for no apparent reason). The writing is so cliche

ridden that even its subject matter can't keep it from inspiring laughter.Its that silly and transparent.

The title came up as a suggested reading and so I downloaded it. I have taught writing to grammar

school students and they could have down a better job. This book is so far fetched as to be

classified as all fiction

I hated this book. Not only was the editing horribly done, but the vagueness of who was being

accused was laughable! Don't waste your money on this book!



This is the worst read ever. So bad that I skipped most of the second half. Extremely unbelievable.

Save your money and time, do not buy this book!

I didn't like it!! It seems like all the other abuse stories just with stars!! Not a good book!! I

This text was so FILLED with typos, missing words and incorrect grammar I could barely keep up

with the horribly written "story!" A LOT of  e-books seem to share the same lack of any proof reading

or editing! wHAT A WASTE OF TIME & MONEY this was!!
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